
Mail box scanner 

 

Introduction 

 

iDocuments Mailbox Scanner is an add-on to the purchasing module to periodically scan any number 

of Microsoft Exchange mailboxes to find new invoices emailed from suppliers for subsequent entry 

into iDocuments as a Purchase Invoice. 

 

This feature is an optional add-on and requires very little configuration of which is described further 

in this documentation. To obtain a full end to end process, this add-on can be configured to work 

alongside the iDocuments Intelligent Capture add-on for OCR recognition and data pre-population. 

There is no installation file for this add-on as it is shipped “as is”. Unless stated otherwise, the 

installation location is “C:\iDocuments Mailbox Scanner” containing the following files and should be 

automatically set for start on re-boot. 

 

 iDocuments Mailbox Scanner.exe 

 \Files\Manual.pdf 

 \Files\ErrorLog.txt (automatically created when required) 

 \Attachments (automatically created when required) 

 

MICROSOFT EXCHANGE ™ 

 

The add-on takes advantage of the exposed connectivity of Microsoft Exchange Web Services, 

commonly known as EWS. This web service allow encrypted SSL connections to be established from 

remote application internally and externally, when exposed through the firewall, to specified 

mailboxes. 

 

The requirements for Microsoft Exchange are 2007, 2007 SP1, 2010 or 2010 SP1 and as future versions 

of Exchange are made available the product will be enhanced to accommodate such updates. 

  



APPLICATION 

 

The add-on runs as a system tray icon found in the bottom right of the screen by the clock with  as 

the icon. It can be right-clicked for available options or double-clicked to access the main interface. 

While minimised, the scanning process described later in this document will automatically run in the 

background reporting messages to the screen via pop-up bubbles. 

The main console can be accessed via double-clicking the  icon or selecting “  Perform a manual 

scan” from the right-click menu. From this screen all configurable areas of the add-in can be accessed 

including this manual from the  icon and the “About” screen from the  icon for diagnostics. 

 

 

 

DATABASE 

 

For the application to correctly map mailboxes with companies setup in iDocuments a direct database 

connection is required and should be the same as that which iDocuments website is connected to. 

Therefore, the add-on will need to be installed on a machine within the same network as the database 

– preferably on the webserver alongside iDocuments. 

To configure the database open the configuration via the  icon to be presented with the following 

form. This allows the entry of all required connection details and a choice of either windows 

authentication (using the logged on windows / domain account) or SQL server specific user 

credentials. 

On saving, the connection it will be tested and if successful allowing a save which will in turn disable 



all mailboxes as they may now require re-evaluation to connect to the correct company within the 

new database. 

 

MAILBOXES 

 

For successful retrieval of emails from suppliers mailboxes must be configured and enabled. This is 

made possible from the  icon which presents the following form. Any number of mailboxes can be 

added individually connected to companies in iDocuments – the same company can be connected 

more than once. 

 

Each mailbox must be a Microsoft Exchange account as described earlier in this document. The name 

can be any identifier for within this add-on and for scanning must be flagged as “Active”. There are 

two configurations for connections, incoming and outgoing, both of which can be configured the same 

but can be different if sending emails is relayed via an alternative account. 

 

The incoming details are for emails being read and imported into iDocuments whereas the outgoing 

is simply to send any error notifications to the configured email address for the mailbox as detailed 

later in this document. 

On entering the details a “Test Connection” can be run which will check the incoming connection can 

be established and then ask if an outgoing mail should be attempted reporting the result of both 



actions via a message box. 

 

On the left of the screen is a list of existing mailboxes which when clicked are loaded on the right for 

modification. If a mailbox has been entered in error, then there is an opportunity to delete it from 

here following confirmation. 

 

SETTINGS 

 

The application comes with an area for changing how it functions. This section can be opened from 

the  icon and at present contains the following configurable: 

 

 Scan – how often an automatic scan of each active incoming mailbox should be processed, 

see below for more details 

 

  



SCANNING 

 

There are two options for scanning, manual and automatic. Each process is the same and processes 

the emails in the same way with the only difference being that manually will only scan the selected 

mailbox when chosen and automatically will scan all each time the configured frequency is reached. 

To issue a manual scan the main console should be opened from the  icon for a mailbox to be 

selected from the list of active names and started. 

 

Automatic scans will NOT be run if the frequency is set to “Manually”. If a frequency is selected it 

will be actioned only when the application is running in “silent mode”, ie; no configuration windows 

open and minimised to the system tray, and will only scan those mailboxes flagged as “Active”. If the 

application is not in “silent mode” then a line is added to the log, see more details below, to record 

the failed attempt. 

During a manual scan the progress is reported step by step to the screen whereas an automatic scan 

will display a bubble message from the system tray that a scan has started and then another to 

indicate the result of the scan displaying either the error or the total number of emails and PDF’s 

processed. 

In addition to the scan reporting each stage of the process, when scanning manually the emails 

found will also be displayed on the right of the screen along with a link to the files for review.  

 

NOTE: Successful manual scans will still import and process the emails adding them into iDocuments 

In processing a new email the attachments are extracted and saved to local or network directories. 

These directories are configured from within iDocuments settings as follows and must be accessible 

from the application in order to make use of this feature: 



 System Settings 

o OCRSPLITTINGFOLDER – if entered and available then the files are saved for OCR 

evaluation in order to break up a multi-invoice PDF into individual files. This is ONLY 

required when also implementing the full OCR Intelligent Capture solution 

o SUPPLIERFILEROOT – this is the general directory where single invoice PDF’s and 

those split as above are saved to 

o OCRARCHIVEFOLDER – if supplied, during the import into iDocuments of the file it 

will be moved to this location. If not supplied the file is deleted following the import 

 Company Settings 

o COMPANYFOLDER – within both the directories listed above, a unique folder is 

created for each company to ensure separation and identification during the import 

into iDocuments 

REPORTING 

 

During the scanning process there are stages which cause information to be saved in a variety of 

locations and for a variety of reasons. The reasons for message logging can be seen below and can be 

saved to the following locations: 

 Database report – this is a visual report accessible from iDocuments 

 Summary email – this is sent to the email entered for the mailbox being scanned and 

summarises the number of failures and details of each on a single email 

 Machine Event Log – can be found from the Windows Application Event Viewer under the 

Administrative Tools and will be flagged with the application name 

 Event Log – this can be found within the installation folder and can be loaded from the “About” 

page via the  icon 

 

What was the reason? Where is it logged? What is logged? 

Mail found and processed Database report Email details and files 

Mail found without attachments Database report 

Summary email 

Email details 

Mailbox details 

Mail found with no PDF’s Database report 

Summary email 

Email details 

Mailbox details 

Mail processed with no location 

to save files available 

Database report 

Summary email 

Email details 

Mailbox details 



Mail processed but cannot be 

flagged as read 

Database report 

Summary email 

Email details 

Mailbox details 

Email send failed Machine Event Log 

ErrorLog 

Error message 

Mailbox name 

Fatal exception causing crash Machine Event Log 

ErrorLog 

Error message 

Mailbox name 

 

iDOCUMENTS 

 

As stated at the start of this document this application can be utilised alone or alongside the full OCR 

Intelligent Capture solution. Either way the log is maintained during each step of the process and files 

are processed accordingly finishing with them being accessed via the Rapid Entry page. 

 

The log can be accessed from the menu “Admin > Audit > Intelligent Capture” and will list all results 

from the scan and subsequent OCR results where applicable. From this report it can be seen where an 

email was found and what happened with the PDFs in regards to multiple files being processed or a 

single file being subsequently split into multiple files and their results. 

 

Each record on the report can be grouped together by TransmissionID showing all the emails 

processed during a single instance of the scan running. During this unique scan each email found can 

be seen via the EmailID and then grouped together to see each file found with the FileID. If an error 

had occurred for any reason as above then the FileID will be zero. 

 

All records where a file was successfully processed and saved and subsequently archived, as described 

in the above section, a link can be selected to load the PDF – this is NOT the PDF referenced within 

the Rapid Entry page but is rather just an archived version of it. 

 

If the OCR facility is installed, then a link can be selected to view the output from the PDF in text for 

review and identification into why any configured rules may have failed. 



 

For more details on the above, please refer to additional documentation which can be made available 

upon request. 

 

 

 

 

 


